
Map Buttons 

 

Filter tool:  For filtering the map/attribute table based on choices the user makes. To 

use any of the filters, you must first activate them by clicking the slider on 

the top right to “On” (it displays in green). Once this is activated you can 

choose what to filter from the dropdown below. Filters vary depending on 

the map and chosen datasets. 

 

Measurement tool: Enables measuring distances/areas on the map, either the distance between 

2 points, the area of a polygon which the user can draw or the exact GPS 

coordinates of a location the user can select. 

 

Printing tool:  Allows the user to print whatever is currently displayed on the map, 

provides a map aspect ratio and allows the user to select the layout and 

output format, the automatic being PDF.  

 

Legend: on the top right of the map and displays the map symbology and what 

symbol is linked to what category based on the selected dataset. 

 

Basemap menu: Allows the user to swap between the original basemap and a variety of 

other maps like satellite imagery or topographic maps, allowing the user to 

customise how the underlying map is displayed and so how the map is 

viewed. 

 

Layer List:  Allows you to switch on/off layers and datasets, enabling you to control 

exactly what you want to see on the map. The check boxes enable the layer, 

while the arrow on the left opens a drop down menu, where more specific 

selections may be available. You can also add reference layers and show 

NPWS designated areas. 

 

Information: The button opens a drop down menu providing information on the map, the 

various layers and provides short cuts to the user guide and reference layer 

and NPWS Designated zone explanations. 

 

  



Attributes table 

This shows the details of each feature that is currently being shown on the map. If you want to filter 

the table results you can zoom in on the map, and the table will adjust accordingly. 

Table open/close: Allows the user to hide/unhide/adjust the table view  

Options menu: 

 

 

 

 

 

Show Related Records: Highlights results you have selected from the table on the map  

Filter: This allows the user to add filters based on any field with a set condition, for 

example ‘Category (String)’ - ‘is’ - ‘Large Hydro’ will filter out everything that 

isn’t “Large Hydro” in the category field. Multiple filters can you used at 

once to provide very specific results if necessary. 

Show/Hide Columns: Allows the user to show or hide columns within the attributes table 

Export Selected to CSV: this will export what is currently showing on the table to a location of your 

choosing. This can be done for the entire dataset or once you have filtered 

the data necessary data for you. 

 

Zoom to:  This allows the user to select a record from the table and “Zoom to” that 

record on the map, useful with larger datasets. 

Clear Selection:  This removes any filter the user has applied through the “Options” menu in 

the attribute table. 

 

Other tools / options 

Searching tool:   Can be used to find an address or location, allowing for easy navigation 

across the map. Also can be used to find specific generators/features 

depending on the map, drop down menu on the left will show you what is 

searchable in each map 

SEAI Logo: Brings you back to the SEAI hompage. 

 

SEAI Maps: Brings the user back to the SEAI GIS Maps homepage. 


